Festive Scrappy Wreath

Materials Needed:
One 9" metal ring  
1/4 yard green plaid fabric  
1/4 yard of red plaid fabric  
1/4 yard of alternate green plaid fabric  
1/4 yard of alternate red plaid fabric  
1/8 yard red contrasting fabric for bow  
Pinking shears  
Scissors

Assembly Instructions:
1. Use pinking shears to cut all four fabric pieces into 1 1/2" x 9" strips (1/4 yard should yield 30 strips).
2. Take one strip and simply tie once around any section of the metal ring, making sure the ends are approximately the same length. Continue this tying procedure alternating patterns and colors with the balance of the strips, placing them closely side by side all the way around the ring. When finished, your ring should be completely covered.
3. Use pinking shears to trim both long sides of the 1/8th yard of fabric for bow. Tie once around any area of the metal ring and complete by tying a nice large bow. Twist bow to have right side of fabric showing in the front, then use pinking shears to trim off ends evenly at an angle. Glue edges of bow to wreath, if necessary, to hold in place.
4. May further embellish by adding ornaments or other ribbon.
5. Complete your wreath by fluffing and pulling strip ends until you get desired fullness.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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Festive Scrappy Garland

Materials Needed:
3 yards of jute cording
3/4 yards of green plaid fabric
3/4 yards of red plaid fabric
3/4 yard of alternate green plaid fabric
3/4 yards of alternate red plaid fabric
1 yard 1/8" red ribbon
1 yard 1/8" green ribbon
Pinking Shears
Scissors

Assembly instructions:
1. Use pinking shears to cut all four fabric pieces into 1 1/2" x 9" strips (3/4 yards should yield 85 strips).
2. Start about 4" from end of jute cording. Take one strip and simply tie once around the jute cording making sure the ends are approximately the same length. Continue this tying procedure alternating patterns and colors with the balance of the strips, placing them closely side by side until you reach the other end of the cord. When finished your cording should be completely covered.
3. Cut ribbon pieces into lengths you desire and tie to jute, spacing evenly and alternating colors. Clip ends of ribbons so that they are even.
4. May further embellish by adding ornaments or gluing buttons to ribbon ends.
5. By using different lengths of the jute cording, you can easily make garland to decorate mantle or windows.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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